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The Sunnah provides the stable moral framework
enabling Muslims by formal rules and an inward sense
to know right from wrong. This book addresses the
danger of simplistically viewed, misused and widely
misinterpreted hadith. Hadith need to be approached
with wisdom and understanding. The author examines
what makes a hadith sound or weak, and how certain
hadith are being sensationalised without understand-
ing their evolution and development.
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Usul al-fiqh is a science which is deeply embedded in
the islamic experience and one which, thanks to its
methods and concerns, helped generate an empirical
trend in muslim culture, in turn benefiting western
thinking. Itself a creation of influences from within and
without, al-usul, often called “the philosophy of
islam,” invites both reason and revelation to work for
the harmony and well-being of human society. 
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ISLAMIC AWAKENING: 
BETWEEN REJECTION & EXTREMISM 
by Yusuf al-Qaradawi

Under the extraordinary pressures of the economic and
political challenges of the modern world, it comes as no
surprise that many of our young Muslims have reacted
by treading the path of intolerance and rigid inter-
pretation. In this thoughtful and timely book the author
examines the worldwide revival of interest in Islam and
articulates the wisdom of understanding both the letter
and the spirit of the Qur’an and the Sunnah.
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